Exchange

... Week 5 - Sign in!
Agenda

- Present your apps
- A5 Assessment
- A6 Overview
- TA Assessment
- Extra time -> group work
A5 Presentations

- 4 minute app presentation
  - Demo from the perspective of the user -- tell their story!
  - Three main screens
  - Navigation skeleton
  - Flow of the application
- 1 minute I like / I wish
- 1 minute development plan presentation
  - How you structured your plan
  - What you accomplished in the last week
  - What you hope to accomplish next week
A5 Assessment time (5 mins)

- Collective assessment
- Individual assessment
A6 Overview

- All about functionality!
- Interaction flow
- Have a good idea of the data you will want to use
  - JSON && Handlebars (or equivalent)
- Read mock data into your app
TA Assessment

- Help me help you!
- Ain't nobody got time to wait for capes.
- [https://goo.gl/ihJJbI](https://goo.gl/ihJJbI)